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The  medical aesthetics industry is a fast-growing and rewarding sector.

With  non surgical aesthetic enhancements  becoming more mainstream,  

there are increasing numbers of people offering injectables. The key to

distinguishing yourself lies  with quality aesthetics training to the highest

level  to ensure  you practice with confidence, enthusiasm and integrity. 

Our training  encompasses  anatomical, physiological and

pharmacological aspects of aesthetics,  product knowledge,  injecting

techniques, safety  and the management of complications  taking you

from a basic level practitioner to an expert aesthetics specialist. We will

support you through each step of your journey towards aesthetics

excellence.

We look forward to welcoming you to Jeunesse Academy  where will  

share, learn & advance aesthetics standards together.

Welcome

Dr Kirshni

FOUNDER & LEAD TRAINER OF JEUNESSE ACADEMY
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Our Foundation Training is the perfect in-
depth  introductory cosmetic injectables
course for you as a new injector. It will
provide  you with the skills to launch your  
aesthetics career, with best practices that
will be the foundation  throughout your
career

PRICE $5500 + GST 

Pre reading In Clinic Assessment Certificate

FOUNDATION

BOTULINUM TOXIN

01

The programme  includes  pre learning, a 2
day  in clinic  recap of theory and  live
patient observation and supervised
injecting, completion of an assessment  and
a two day preceptorship at Jeunesse
MedSpa.
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Our Foundation Training is the perfect in-
depth  introductory cosmetic injectables
course for you as a new injector. It will
provide  you with the skills to launch your  
aesthetics career, with best practices that
will be the foundation  throughout your
career

PRICE $5500 + GST 

Online In Clinic Assessment Certificate

FOUNDATION    

DERMAL FILLERS

01

The programme  includes online pre
learning with quizzes, a 2 day  in clinic  
recap of theory and  live patient observation
and supervised injecting of lips & cheeks,
completion of an assessment  and a two
day preceptorship at Jeunesse MedSpa.
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02
This course will teach the theory needed to safely deliver off label neuromodulator  
Injections and advance your knowledge  in both the technology and the application
of dermal fillers, with injecting skills to deliver safe and results based midface and

lower face HA treatments. This includes: Mid & lower face  fillers and 
off label treatments to  expand your  menu of offerings and help patients  with

specific concerns
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INTERMEDIATE  

BOTULINUM

TOXIN   AND

DERMAL FILLERS

PRICE $5000 + GST 



03

Conducted over two full training days,
this blended learning experience will
introduce you to advanced botulinum
toxin  and dermal filler techniques;
enhancing and expanding your
expertise in injectables to make you
stand out in the aesthetics industry.
The course includes advanced
injecting of botulinum toxin and fillers,  

including chin, neck, tear trough,
complications, prevention and
management, the use of hyalase,  and
more.  You will also learn how to use
skin boosters and botulinum toxin to
improve skin quality, touch on PRP and
be introduced to ultrasound  use in
aesthetics.  
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ADVANCED  

BOTULINUM TOXIN   

AND DERMAL FILLERS

PRICE $5000 + GST



Embark on a transformative journey at
Jeunesse Academy, where our one-on-one
training program in cosmetic medicine for
nurses unveils a realm of expertise. Delve
into personalized mentorship and hands-on
experience, guided by industry leaders. 

Our comprehensive curriculum empowers
nurses to master advanced techniques,
ensuring excellence in the dynamic field of
cosmetic medicine. Join us and redefine the
future of aesthetics through specialized
education and unparalleled support
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ONE ON ONE

PERSONALISED

TRAINING

PRICE POA  



Registered Nurse

Proof of current practising certificate 

Proof of indemnity insurance 

Proof of current RESUS certificate 

Fluency in the English language
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REQUIREMENTS



The  medical aesthetics industry is a fast-growing and rewarding sector.

With  non surgical aesthetic enhancements  becoming more mainstream,  

there are increasing numbers of people offering injectables. The key to

distinguishing yourself lies  with quality aesthetics training to the highest

level  to ensure  you practice with confidence, enthusiasm and integrity. 

Email us for more info: training@jeunesse.co.nz 

JOIN OUR

CLASS
06
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